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Dear Parents/Carers, 

Welcome Back 

 

It was a pleasure to welcome back all of our pupils last week after, what I hope was, a relaxing 

summer break for you all. The school comes to life when it is filled with our pupils and there is an 

energy and excitement in the air. Everyone seems to have come back really settled and ready for 

the year ahead – which is amazing. And, we seem to have lots of children who have had a growth 

spurt over the summer! 

 

School looks a bit different after the summer as we had a lot of work done inside and out; including 

painting, new flooring, moving the library and increasing security to mention a few. It was a bit of a 

mission in the end to get everything back in order for the return of pupils but the Lipson Vale team 

pulled out some late nights and teamwork and we made it. The school is looking great and I hope 

that you will be able to pop in soon to see what we have been up to. 

 

As you know, all legal restrictions have been lifted as we learn to live with the virus. However, as 

Plymouth is in an area of ‘Enhanced Response’ we need to remain extra careful. Drop off and 

collection times are the time of day causing me most concern as there are a lot of people on the 

school grounds at the same time.  

 

Therefore, I would like to suggest the following measures which will start tomorrow: 

• Face covering are to be worn at drop off and collection (unless previously exempt) 

• Parents/carers will be invited onto the school grounds at collection time (as we did 

previously) when the children are lined up ready. Please wait to be called. 

• Parents/carers should exit and enter the main gate on the left hand side – this should allow 

for a better flow of traffic. Please do not stand in the main gate and block access. 

o From the main gate enter down the steps and exit via the ramp. 

• Maintain social distancing of 2 metres. 

 

I know this will feel like a back-step for us all but I believe it is important to ensure we stay safe and 

healthy. We have already had 5 positive cases across the school after being back to school for on 2 

days. We don’t want to be in a position of school closure again. Thank you, in advance, for your 

help with this. 

 

Many thanks 

 

 
Peter Lewis-Cole 

Headteacher 
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